Merging fluorescence resonance energy transfer and expressed protein ligation to analyze protein-protein interactions.
Determination of protein oligomerization state can be technically challenging. We have combined the methods of expressed protein ligation (EPL) and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) for the analysis of protein homo-oligomerization states. We have attached fluorescein (donor) and rhodamine (acceptor) chromophores via dipeptide linkages to the C-termini of three recombinant proteins and examined the potential for FRET between mixtures of these semisynthetic proteins. The known protein dimer (glutathione S-transferase) showed evidence of FRET and the known protein monomer (SH2 domain phosphatase-1) did not display FRET. Using this method, the previously uncharacterized circadian rhythm enzyme, serotonin N-acetyltransferase, displayed significant FRET, indicating its likely propensity for dimerization or more complex oligomerization. These results establish the potential of the union of EPL and FRET in the analysis of protein-protein interactions and provide insight into the unusual enzymatic behavior of a key circadian rhythm enzyme.